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Abstract
Despite being a core networking primitive, collection pro-

tocols today often suffer from poor reliability (e.g., 70%) in
practice, and heavily used protocols have never been eval-
uated in terms of communication efficiency. Using detailed
experimental studies, we describe three challenges that cause
existing collection protocols to have poor reliability and
waste energy: inaccuracies in link estimation, link dynam-
ics, and transient loops.

In this paper we present CTP, a robust, efficient, and
hardware-independent collection protocol. CTP uses three
novel techniques to address these challenges. CTP’s link es-
timator addresses the inaccuracies in link estimation by us-
ing feedback from both the data and control planes, using
information from multiple layers through narrow, platform-
independent interfaces. Second, CTP addresses link dynam-
ics by using the Trickle algorithm for control traffic, send-
ing few beacons in stable topologies yet quickly adapting
to changes. Finally, CTP addresses transient loops by using
data traffic as active topology probes, quickly discovering
and fixing routing failures.

CTP runs on six different mote platforms and we have
tested it on four testbeds. In most experiments, CTP achieves
99% reliability, and in some cases 99.9%. In the most chal-
lenging testbed, the state-of-the-art collection protocol to-
day (MultiHopLQI) achieves 70% reliability: CTP achieves
97%. CTP achieves this ten-fold reduction in dropped pack-
ets with 25% fewer transmissions. CTP works seamlessly on
top of existing low-power MAC layers. Together, these re-
sults suggest that CTP can be the robust, efficient collection
layer that so many sensor network applications and protocols
need.

1 Introduction
Collection trees are a core building block for sensor net-

work applications and protocols. In their simplest use, col-
lection trees provide the unreliable, datagram routing layer
that most deployments use to gather data [23, 36, 40]. Addi-
tionally, tree routing forms the underlying topology of most
higher level routing [9, 11, 24] and transport [17, 25, 26, 30]
protocols.

But despite its key role in so many systems, more often
than not we see collection exhibit persistent problems. Real
deployments have low delivery ratios of anywhere from 2-
68% [18,23,36,40]. Although the common routing metric is
expected transmissions (ETX) [5], to the best of our knowl-
edge there are no published evaluations of how efficient pro-

tocols actually are: it may be that they are sending twice as
many packets as they need to.

One common approach to deal with these issues has been
to integrate the protocol closer to higher or lower layers. In
the case of integrating the collection tree more closely to
the higher layers, MintRoute [43] requires that an estimate
of the rate of data traffic be hardcoded in the program, and
both its link estimation and control traffic depend on such
fixed parameter. In the case of integrating the collection tree
more closely to the lower hardware layer, MultiHopLQI [34]
takes advantage of the functionality only a single radio chip,
the CC2420, provides. Despite all of this vertical integration,
however, collection protocols continue to perform poorly.

Through extensive measurement studies, we find that
three phenomena cause most packet losses in collection pro-
tocols. First, links are highly dynamic, swinging between
high and low delivery rates on the time scale of hundreds
of milliseconds. This causes link estimation from periodic
beacons to be inherently inaccurate. Second, physical layer
information (such as RSSI and the CC2420’s LQI) suffers
from sampling bias. A protocol only measures them on re-
ceived packets, so highly dynamic links can report high val-
ues yet lose many packets. Third, dynamic topologies in-
evitably form (possibly transient) loops, and protocols drop
looped packets. This is the case even in path-vector proto-
cols like BGP, designed to avoid loops altogether [27]. While
dropping these packets is not a problem for 80% or even
90% reliability, loops are common enough that this policy
precludes more than one nine of reliability.

In this paper we present CTP, a robust, efficient, and
hardware-independent collection protocol. CTP incorporates
three novel mechanisms to address these challenges. First,
it uses a hybrid link estimator that incorporates active feed-
back from the data path, enabling CTP to be highly agile
and respond to broken links within a few packets. Second,
it uses an adaptive control traffic rate based on the Trickle
algorirthm [20]. As long as the routing gradient in the net-
work is consistent, nodes slowly send fewer and fewer con-
trol packets. When the network detects a loop or other incon-
sistency, nodes send control traffic more quickly to repair the
topology. Finally, CTP uses data traffic to actively probe the
topology, detecting routing problems and repairing them as
needed. The effectiveness of these three techniques suggests
that the failures of many protocols today may be addressed
by a judicious increase in the integration between the data
and control planes, indicating a way in which wireless pro-



tocols are fundamentally different than their wired siblings.
We have tested CTP on four platforms, and evaluated

it by running extensive experiments in four testbeds, com-
paring it against the state of the art collection protocol to-
day, MultiHopLQI. In one testbed we measured, CTP drops
one tenth the data (97% vs 70% delivery ratio) while send-
ing 29% fewer packets. In more forgiving environments, we
have observed 99.9% delivery ratios over 5 hops, with the
0.1% packet losses being due to receiving link-layer acks
for packets that do not arrive at the network layer. Unlike
MultiHopLQI, CTP does not depend on specific networking
hardware: we have run it on CC1000, CC2420, CC1100, and
CC2500-based nodes. The protocol itself is 5.5kB of code
on an MSP430, and in its default configuration it requires
approximately 1kB of RAM, most of which is its packet for-
warding queue. Others have also reported running CTP on
two additional platforms.

While CTP strives to provide high reliability, it does not
provide the 100% reliability of an end-to-end transport pro-
tocol for a number of reasons. First, since CTP does not pro-
vide reverse routes from the collection points to a specific
node, adding these would require additional topology infor-
mation and maintenance by the nodes. Second, not all ap-
plications require 100% reliability, and incorporating these
mechanisms would impose the costs and complexity on all
clients. Lastly, it is still an open question whether a single
end-to-end transport protocol could be made to satisfy all
sensornet applications, and CTP provides a solid base on top
of which different alternatives can be implemented and com-
pared.

Most of CTP’s design decisions come from experiences
addressing the very different topologies and behaviors the
different environments introduce. In this paper, we focus on
Tutornet, which is the most dynamic of the four environ-
ments and presented the greatest challenges to robust, ef-
ficient collection. In Section 2, we examine why testbeds
like Tutornet are so challenging and how that causes exist-
ing protocols, such as MultihopLQI, to fail badly. Based on
these observations, we present CTP’s high-level design in
Section 3, and its hybrid link estimator in Section 4. Sec-
tion 7 presents a series of detailed experimental studies of
CTP and MultihopLQI in Tutornet, as well as brief results
from the Mirage testbed at Intel Research Berkeley. Section 8
presents prior work that guided CTP’s design, and Section 9
concludes.

2 Motivation
Implementing robust and efficient wireless protocols is

notoriously difficult. Collection tree protocols are no excep-
tion. At first glance, collection protocols are very simple.
They provide best-effort, unreliable packet delivery to one
of the data sinks in the network. They are typically anycast,
and simply deliver packets to the closest or best sink. Hav-
ing a robust, highly reliable, and efficient collection protocol
benefits almost every sensor network application today, as
well as the many transport, routing, overlay, and application
protocols that sit on top of collection trees.

But despite providing a simple service that is fundamen-
tal to so mant systems, and being in use for almost a decade,
collection protocols today typically suffer from poor per-
formance. Deployments observe delivery ratios of anywhere
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Figure 1. Unaware of the reduced PRR, MultiHopLQI
attempts to deliver packets on the same link between the
forth and sixth hour causing increased number of re-
transmissions due to unacknowledged packets.

from 2-68% [18, 23, 36, 40]. Furthermore, although collec-
tion protocols are intended to be energy efficient and mini-
mize transmissions, to the best of our knowledge there are
no published evaluations of their efficiency.

Furthermore, it is not clear why collection protocols per-
form well in controlled situations yet poorly in practice, even
at low data rates. To better understand the causes of these
failures, we ran a series of experiments on a number of pub-
lic testbeds, including Mirage at Intel Research Berkeley, Tu-
tornet at USC, Motelab at Harvard, and a private testbed in a
research lab. We found that three phenomena were the dom-
inant causes: link dynamics, packet sampling bias, and tran-
sient loops.

2.1 Link Dynamics
Protocols today use periodic beacons to maintain their

topology and estimate link qualities. The beaconing rate in-
troduces a tradeoff between agility and efficiency: a faster
rate leads to a more agile network but higher cost, while a
lower rate leads to a slower-to-adapt network and lower cost.
The inherent assumption in these measurement approaches is
that beacon packets accurately measure the communication
quality that data packets see. Early protocol designs, such as
MintRoute, assumed that intermediate links had stable, inde-
pendent packet losses, and used this assumption to derive the
necessary sampling window for an accurate estimate [43].

But links are highly dynamic. Recent studies by Srini-
vasan et al. have found that many links are not independent,
but bursty [32]. Links are highly dynamic and shift between
bursts of very high and very low reception, sometimes on the
scale of hundreds of milliseconds. In contrast, protocols set-
tle for beacon rates on the order of 10s of seconds, leading to
typical rate mismatches of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. This
means that while low-rate, periodic control packets might
observe a reception ratio of 50%, data packets observe pe-
riods of 0% and 100%. The periods of 0% cause many re-



Figure 2. RSSI and other physical-layer measurements
can vary significantly over short time periods. This
causes measurement bias, where received packets have
a high RSSI, yet periods of low RSSI cause packet losses.
The red line shows the long term average PRR.

transmissions and failed deliveries.
2.2 Packet Sampling Bias

To sidestep the numerous issues in accurate link estima-
tion with packet counts, some protocols use physical layer
information to estimate link quality. For example, the stan-
dard TinyOS collection protocol, MultiHopLQI, uses a hard-
ware feature of the CC2420 radio to get an approximation
of the bit error rate in a received packet. It uses this value to
estimate the quality of the link.

The problem with this approach is it only samples on suc-
cessfully received packets. If a node is loses 50% of the pack-
ets on a link due to collisions or link variations, but those that
it receives have few bit errors, it will assume the link is good.
Figure 1 shows an example trace of this phenomenon. While
this trace relates to LQI, the same is true of signal strength
(RSSI). Assuming a high signal strength is always a high
quality link assues that the signal strength is constant and
that there is no interference. Figure 2 shows a 10 second link
probe trace from the Mirage testbed, where the RSSI changes
by over 10dB and PRR over a 1s window varies from 95%
to 0%. A node using periodic RSSI measurements will only
observe the good periods and assume the link is excellent.
2.3 Transient Loops

Finally, changes in the topology, such as a link going
down, have adverse effects on many routing protocols, caus-
ing losses in the data plane or long periods of disconnec-
tion while the topology adjusts. In most variations of dis-
tributed distance vector algorithms, such changes may result
in transient loops which causes packets to be dropped. This
is the case even in path-vector protocols like BGP, designed
to avoid loop formation [27]. MultiHopLQI, upon detecting
a failure, advertises that it has no route, discards its parent,
and waits for beacons to give it a new parent. In the mean-
time, it drops packets. Because beacons are typically on the
order of seconds, this can cause a significant outage in the
network.

Some protocols are designed to prevent loops from form-
ing altogether. DSDV, for example, uses centralized se-

quence numbers to synchronize routing topology changes
and preclude loops [28]. When a link goes down, the entire
subtree whose root used that link is disconnected until a re-
fresh from the root eventually finds an alternate path. Again,
even in the absense of loops, there is a relatively long outage
in the network.

In both cases, a fundamental problem is that the repairs
to the topology happen at the timescale of the control plane
maintenance traffic, while the data plane can operate at much
faster timescales. Since the data plane has no say in the rout-
ing decisions, it has to choose between dropping packets or
stop traffic until the topology is fixed.
2.4 Control and Data Plane Separation

Protocols today have a strong separation between the con-
trol and data planes, which is rooted in the architecture of
their wired counterparts. The control plane is responsible for
estimating the quality of links between neighbors, and for
forming a topology and selecing routes. Protocols do this
by using periodic control packets. The data plane then uses
these links and routes to send and forward packets. But the
temporal scale of network dynamics is a critical issue, and
the control planes and data planes operate at time scales that
differ by three or more orders of magnitude: protocols can
send data packets every 10ms but send control packets every
10s or more.

One of the key observations of this paper, which we im-
plement and evaluate in CTP, is that by using valuable in-
formation from the data plane to guide important decisions
by the control plane, we can address these three issues we
presented – link dynamics, packet sampling bias, and tran-
sient loops – in a powerful way. By widening the interface
between the data plane in to both the link estimation and the
route selection components of the data plane in a very con-
troled way, we can make collection robust and efficient in the
presence of network dynamics.

3 Design Overview
CTP is the collection protocol we built to address several

of the pitfals we identified in current and past implementa-
tions of this routing primitive. In this section we describe the
service and abstraction it provides, and give an overview of
its main components and how they interact.
3.1 Anycast Collection

The goal of CTP is to aggregate packets from all nodes
in the network to one or more base-stations. To this end,
CTP builds and maintains a topology in which each node has
a route to its closest base-station. The protocol is address-
free, and all base-stations are treated equally. When a node
sends packet through CTP, it is not specified which bases-
tation will receive the packet, and the protocol attempts to
deliver it to the one with the minimum cost. The routing
primitive provided is, thus, anycast collection. When there
is only one basestation the topology reduces to a single tree
that spans the entire network, a pattern commonly referred
to as converge-cast.
3.2 Control Plane

The control plane is responsible for estimating the qual-
ity of links between neighbors and selecting the routes. CTP
strives to find paths that minimize the Expected Transmis-
sions (ETX) routing metric [5], which is obtained by adding



the ETX metric of the links in the path. One of CTP’s central
components it the hybrid link estimator that combines infor-
mation from routing beacons and data forwarding to deter-
mine the ETX of links to each neighbor.

Nodes exchange periodic beacons with routing informa-
tion. CTP’s link estimation component adds unique sequence
numbers to these transmitted beacons, such that neighbors
can determine when these beacons are lost. The fraction of
lost beacons forms a base estimate of the link qualities from
neighbors. When it transmits data packets, CTP uses the
information about the number of acknowledged and unac-
knowledged packets to refine the estimate of link qualities.

Once nodes have link quality estimates, they can build the
routing trees. Routing beacons contain a node’s path ETX to
the closest basestation. Upon receiving routing beacons from
neighbors, a node selects a parent that yields the smallest cost
path, i.e., the sum of the parent’s own ETX and the ETX of
the link between the two.

A novel and important feature of CTP is that the routing
beacons are transmitted according to a variable timer, con-
trolled by the Trickle algorithm. Treating the maintenance of
the topology as a consistency problem, Trickle will increase
the beaconing frequency when an inconsistency is detected,
and exponentially decrease the frequency as the topology sta-
bilizes. As we show in the evaluation, this approach ensures
agile response to changes while minimizing control traffic
overhead. A very important part of the algorithm is how to
detect the inconsistencies. CTP uses the data packets to de-
tect routing inconsistencies, which makes sure detection is
timely and does not waste probing resources.

3.3 Data Plane
The data plane is responsible for forwarding packets to-

wards one of the basestations, along the paths defined by the
control plane. CTP forwards packets along the minimum cost
routes in a best-effort manner, but tries hard not to drop pack-
ets. While an end-to-end protocol is needed to achieve 100%
reliability, CTP routinely achieves 99.9% reliability in our
experiments.

To this end the data plane provides invaluable informa-
tion, at forwarding time, to aid in route repair and in link
estimation. Packets being forwarded can be uniquely iden-
fied by the origin, origin-generated sequence number, and
number of hops traversed. With these fields the data plane
can detect and remove duplicate transmissions. Packets also
carry the smallest cost they have seen to the root, and if this
happens to be smaller than the current node’s cost, a routing
inconsistency is detected. This event immediately triggers
the control plane to update its routing topology among the
neighbors. Finally, information about the number of retrans-
missios of a packet directly feeds the hybrid link estimation,
again ensuring a more timely and accurate estimate.

3.4 Link Layer Requirements
All together, CTP’s design assumes that the data link layer

provides four things:

1. An efficient local broadcast address

2. Synchronous acknowledgements for unicast packets

3. A protocol dispatch field to support multiple layer 3
protocols

4. Single-hop source and destination fields
In the next three sections we describe in detail the link es-

timation, path selection, and packet forwarding components
of CTP, and how they work together to address the chal-
lenges that collection faces in this environment.
4 Link Estimation

Both opportunistic and classical routing protocols depend
on neighbor link quality assessments. For CTP to compute
the routes to the sink, the first step is for each node to assess
the quality of its links to the neighbors. Accurate link quality
estimation requires information from the physical, data link,
and network layers from both control and data packets.

Traditionally, wireless routing protocols have used two
approaches to estimate link quality. Hardware-assisted link
quality estimation uses some function of link quality, sig-
nal strength, or similar information provided by the radio as
an estimate of link quality. Link layer approaches use peri-
odic beacons that are sent as broadcast packets. Using the
sequence numbers in these, nodes in the neighborhood can
estimate the inbound link quality. Many implementations of
these approaches have several shortcomings:

Estimation bias. When delivery statistics of broadcast
control packets are used to estimate the link quality, the
statistics does not necessarily accurately predict the deliv-
ery performance of unicast data packets which often are of
a different size than control traffic and are transmitted using
different mechanisms by the MAC.

Packet Sampling bias. Hardware-assisted link estimation
technique can use information only on the packets that are
received which introduces sampling bias as described in sec-
tion 2.2.

Asymmetric metric. On some radio platforms and envi-
ronments, although packets can be delivered in one direction
with a few bit errors, transmission in the reverse direction
might introduce a large number of bit errors. MultiHopLQI,
for instance, only uses the inbound link quality as a proxy for
the link quality. Furthermore, large data packets are trans-
mitted in the forward direction while small, and often syn-
chronous, acknowledgments are transmitted in the reverse
direction. Beacon-based estimators can not accurately pre-
dict the goodness of the link for this asymmetric use of the
link.

Not portable. Typically hardware-assisted link estimation
techniques are not portable across the platforms. MultiHo-
pLQI uses the radio’s LQI indicator. This works reasonably
well on platforms with the CC2420 radio but does not work
with radios that do not provide LQI value. There have been
attempts to port MultiHopLQI to the CC1000 radio, which
provides an RSSI measurement instead of LQI. However, it
has been found that MultiHopLQI would have to be changed
significantly for this port to work because LQI and RSSI, al-
though both are provided by the hardware as an indicator of
the signal quality, describe fundamentally different aspects
of the signal quality [32].
4.1 Information required for accurate link es-

timation
To overcome the limitations of the traditional approaches

to link estimation, there have been recent proposals [15, 44]
to use the information from packet transmissions at the data
link layer. Our study indicates that not only do we need to use



information from data link layer but also from the physical
and network layer to estimate the link quality in low power
networks. The physical layer can quantify the state of the
medium during incoming packets. The link layer can mea-
sure whether packets are delivered and acknowledged. The
network layer can provide guidance on which links are the
most valuable and should be estimated.
4.1.1 Physical Layer

The physical layer can provide immediate information on
the quality of the decoding of a packet. Such physical layer
information provides a fast and inexpensive way to avoid
borderline or marginal links. It can increase the agility of
an estimator, as well as provide a good first order filter for
inclusion in the link estimator table.

As this physical layer information pertains to a single
packet and it can only be measured for received packets,
channel variations can cause it to be misleading. For exam-
ple, many links on low power wireless personal area net-
works are bi-modal [32], alternating between high (100%
packet reception ratio, PRR) and low (0% PRR) quality. On
such links, the receiver using only physical information will
see many packets with high channel quality and might as-
sume the link is good, even if it is missing many packets.
4.1.2 Link Layer

Link estimators such as ETX and MintRoute use peri-
odic broadcast probes to measure incoming packet reception
rates. These estimators calculate bidirectional link quality —
the probability a packet will be delivered and its acknowl-
edgment received — as the product of the two directions of
a link. While simple, this approach is slow to adapt, and as-
sumes that periodic broadcasts and data traffic behave simi-
larly.

By enabling layer 2 acknowledgments and counting every
acknowledged or unacknowledged packet, a link estimator
can generate much more accurate estimates at a rate com-
mensurate with the data traffic. These estimates are also in-
herently bidirectional. EAR and ETX use feedback from the
link layer for link estimation. Rather than inferring the ETX
of a link by multiplying two control packet reception rates,
with link layer information on data traffic an estimator can
actually measure ETX. However, albeit accurate, relevant,
and fast, sending data packets requires routing information,
which in turn requires link quality estimates. This bootstrap-
ping is best done at lower layers. Also, especially in dense
networks, choosing the right set of links to estimate can be
as important as the estimates themselves, which can get ex-
pensive if done solely at the link layer.
4.1.3 Network Layer

The physical layer can provide a rough measure of
whether a link might be of high quality, enabling a link esti-
mator to avoid spending effort or marginal or bad links. Once
the estimator has gauged the quality of a link, the network
layer can in turn decide which links are valuable for routing
and which are not. This is important when space in the link
table is limited. For example, geographic routing [14] ben-
efits from neighbors that are evenly spread in all directions,
while the S4 routing protocol [24] benefits from links that
minimize distance to beacons. One recent infamous wire-
less sensornet deployment delivered only 2% of the data col-
lected, in part due to disagreements between network and

Figure 3. CTP link estimator, represented by the trian-
gle, uses four bits of information from the three layers.
Outgoing arrows represent information the estimator re-
quests on packets it receives. Incoming arrows represent
information the layers actively provide.

link layers on what links to use. For this reason, the Mint-
Route protocol integrates the link estimator into its routing
layer. SP provides a rich interface for the network layer to
inspect and alter the link estimator’s neighbor table. The net-
work layer can perform neighbor discovery and link quality
estimation, but without access to information such as retrans-
missions, acknowledgments, or even packet decoding qual-
ity, this estimation becomes slow to adapt and expensive.

4.2 Link Estimator and the Network Stack
Figure 3 shows the interfaces each layer provides to a link

estimator. Together, the three layers provide four bits of in-
formation: two bits for incoming packets and one bit each for
transmitted unicast packets and link table entries.

A physical layer provides a single bit of information.
If set, this white bit denotes that each symbol in received
packet has a very low probability of decoding error. A set
white bit implies that during the reception, the medium qual-
ity is high. The converse is not necessarily true: if the white
bit is clear, then the medium quality may or may not have
been high during the packet’s reception.

A link layer provides one bit of information per transmit-
ted packet: the ack bit. A link layer sets the ack bit on a
transmit buffer when it receives a layer 2 acknowledgment
for that buffer. If the ack bit is clear, the packet may or may
not have arrived successfully.

A network layer provides two bits of information, the pin
bit and the compare bit. The pin bit applies to link table
entries. When the network layer sets the pin bit on an entry,
the link estimator cannot remove it from the table until the
bit is cleared. A link estimator can ask a network layer for a
compare bit on a packet. The compare bit indicates whether
the route provided by the sender of the packet is better than
the route provided by one or more of the entries in the link
table. We describe how the link estimator uses the compare
bit in Section 4.4 below.

4.3 Interface Considerations
The four bits represent what we believe to be the minimal

information necessary for a link estimator. Furthermore, we
believe that the interfaces are simple enough that they can be
implemented for most systems. For example, radios whose
physical layers provide signal strength and noise can com-
pute a signal-to-noise ratio for the white bit, using a thresh-
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ing combined. We show incoming packets are light boxes,
marking dropped packets with an “×”. The estimator
calculates link estimates for each of the two estimators
at the times indicated with vertical arrows.

old derived from the signal-to-noise ratio/bit error rate curve.
Physical layers that report recovered bit errors or chip cor-
relation can alternatively use this information. In the worst
case, if radio hardware provides no such information, the
white bit can never be set.

The interfaces introduce one constraint on the link layer:
they require a link layer that has synchronous layer 2 ac-
knowledgments. While this might seem demanding, it is
worthwhile to note that most commonly-used link lay-
ers, such as 802.11 and 802.15.4, have them. Novel or
application-specific link layers must include L2 acknowledg-
ment to function in this model.

The compare bit requires that a network layer be able to
tell whether the route from the transmitter of a packet is bet-
ter than the routes of current entries in the link table. The
compare bit does not require that the network layer be able
to decide on all packets, merely some subset of them. This
implies that some subset of network layer packets, such as
routing beacons, contain route quality information.

4.4 A hybrid estimator
We describe a hybrid estimator that combines the infor-

mation provided by the three layers with periodic beacons
in order to provide accurate, responsive, and useful link es-
timates. The estimator maintains a small table (e.g., 10) of
candidate links for which it maintains ETX values. It period-
ically broadcasts beacons that contain a subset of these links.
Network layer protocols can also broadcast packets through
the estimator, causing it to act as a layer 2.5 protocol that
adds a header and footer between layers 2 and 3.

The estimator follows the basic table management algo-
rithm outlined by Woo et al. [43], with one exception: it does
not assume a minimum transmission rate, since it can lever-
age outgoing data traffic to detect broken links. Link estimate
broadcasts contain sequence numbers, which receivers use to
calculate the beacon reception rate.

The estimator uses the white and compare bits to supple-
ment the standard table replacement policy. When it receives
a network layer routing packet which has the white bit set
from a node that is not in the link estimation table, the esti-
mator asks the network layer whether the compare bit is set.
If so, the estimator flushes a random unpinned entry from the
table and replaces it with the sender of the current packet.

The estimator uses the ack bit to refine link estimates,
combining broadcast and unicast ETX estimates into a hy-
brid value, an approach necessitated by the large variance
of traffic volume across different links in the network [15].
We follow the link estimation method proposed by Woo et
al. [43], separately calculating the ETX value every ku or
kb packets for unicast and broadcast packets, respectively.
If a out of ku packets are acknowledged by the receivers,
the unicast ETX estimate is ku

a . If a = 0, then the estimate
is the number of failed deliveries since the last successful
delivery. The calculation for the broadcast estimate is anal-
ogous, but has an extra step. We use a windowed exponen-
tially weighted moving average (EWMA) over the calculated
reception probabilities, and invert the consecutive samples
of this average into ETX values. These two streams of ETX
values coming from the two estimators are combined in a
second EWMA, as shown in Figure 4. The result is a hybrid
data/beacon windowed-mean EWMA estimator. When there
is heavy data traffic, unicast estimates dominate. When the
network is quiet, broadcast estimates dominate.

Contrary to most pure broadcast-based estimators, our
estimator does not actively exchange and maintain bidirec-
tional estimates using the beacons. Because the ack bit inher-
ently allows the measurement of bidirectional characteristics
of links, our estimator can afford to only use the incoming
beacon estimates as bootstrapping values for the link quali-
ties, which are refined by the data-based estimates later. This
is an important feature, as it decouples the in-degree of the
nodes in the topology from the size of the link table.
4.5 Control Frame for Link Estimation

Figure 6(a) shows the format of a CTP link estimation
frame. CTP sends routing frames on top of a link estimation
protocol, which appends data advertising the ETX of bea-
cons from other nodes. For example, if CTP appends a link
estimation record for node 17 with an ETX of 2.1, this means
it estimates that node 17 must transmit 2.1 beacons for it to
receive one. Routing beacon ETX values are fixed-point dec-
imal: a value of 32 indicates an ETX of 3.2 while a value of
11 indicates an ETX of 1.1.

The link estimation frame format specifies a two-byte
header and a variable-length footer. The header has four bits
specifying how many link quality records at in the footer,
four reserved bits, and an eight-bit sequence number for es-
timating incoming link quality. Each link quality record is
three bytes, with two bytes for the source link layer address
and one byte for the link ETX. If the link ETX is greater
than 25.5, the protocol does not consider it a valid link to
advertise.
4.6 Evaluation

To understand how the addition of information from the
physical, network and link layer improves the performance
of purely beacon based estimator, we run four sets of experi-
ment with these link estimators: purely beacon based estima-
tor (“B”), adding white/compare bit (“B+white/compare”),
adding ack bit/unidirectional estimate to the beacon-based
estimator (“B+ack/unidir”), and finally CTP estimator that
uses the white, compare, ack bits and unidirectional esti-
mates.

In our comparison of these link estimators, we run collec-
tion with with each estimator on the Mirage testbed, using
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85 MicaZ nodes with one node set as the basestation. We
also ran these experiments on a second testbed, Tutornet, but
we do not present detailed results from those experiments
because the results are qualitatively similar to the ones from
Mirage. Transmit power is set at 0 dBm unless otherwise
specified. In each experiment we stagger the boot time of
all nodes using a uniform distribution over a range of thirty
seconds. Each node sends a collection packet every 8 sec-
onds with some jitter to avoid packet synchronization with
other nodes. The workload each node offers is a constant-
rate stream of packets sent to a sink. This creates many con-
current flows in the network, converging at the sink. All ex-
periments on Mirage lasted between 40 and 69 minutes. On
TutorNet we ran much longer experiments, ranging from 3
to 12 hours.

The primary metric we use to evaluate the performance of
these estimators is cost: the total number of transmissions in
the network for each unique delivered packet. Cost is impor-
tant as it directly relates to network lifetime. To put cost into
perspective, we also look at the average depth of the topol-
ogy trees. If all links are perfect, average depth is a lower
bound for cost. The difference between the two is indicative
of the quality of the links chosen, as it stems from either re-
transmissions or dropped packets. Finally, we also look at
delivery rate, the fraction of unique messages received at
the root.

The uppermost-right point of Figure 5 shows the cost and
depth of collection using the purely beacon-based estimator
“B”. Adding unidirectional link estimation and the ack bit
to the beacon-based estimator reduces average tree depth by
93%, and reduces cost by 31%. This “B+ack/unidir” estima-
tor decouples in-degree from the link table size, hence the
large decrease in depth. In contrast, the CTP link estimator,
that uses all the bits and unidirectional estimate decreases
cost further to 55% of the original beacon-based estimator,
possibly because of improved parent selection. Adding only
the white and compare bits to beacon-based estimator, the re-
sulting “B+white/compare” estimator offers a reductions of
15% in cost and 23% in average depth.

The figure also shows MultiHopLQI’s cost and depth in
the same testbed for comparison. It is only when we use in-
formation from the three layers that CTP does better than
MultiHopLQI. In these experiments, CTP has 29% lower
cost and 11% shorter paths than MultiHopLQI. On another
set of experiments on TutorNet, CTP’s cost and average
depth were respectively 44% and 9.7% lower than MultiHo-
pLQI’s.

5 Path Selection
In this section, we describe how CTP discovers, adver-

tises, and selects routes. Building on the ETX-based link es-
timator, a route’s cost is the sum of the costs of its links. The
CTP control plane consists of broadcast packets that adver-
tise a node’s current parent, its current route cost, and two
control bits. CTP embeds these routing beacons in a link es-
timation packet, enabling it to seed the link estimation de-
scribed in Section 4;

5.1 Route Computation
CTP path selection uses a distance vector routing algo-

rithm, with ETX as the edge weight. CTP is an anycast pro-
tocol: a node is not aware of the address of the sink at the
end of its route. This enables CTP, like many collection pro-
tocols, to support multiple sinks with no additional complex-
ity.

Figure 6 shows the CTP routing packet format, which
contains routing data embedded in a link estimation packet.
The routing data advertises the node’s current parent and
routing cost. It also includes two control bits: the pull bit
(P) and the congested bit (C). We discuss the meaning and
use of the P bit below and the C bit in Section 6.6. The rout-
ing packet also advertises incoming link qualities, which can
be used to calculate a bidirectional packet reception rate and
avoid asymmetric links.

A sink starts route calculations by advertising a cost of
zero. Nodes that receive these beacons with the white bit
immediately put the root in their routing table. Otherwise,
nodes depend on the root hearing their beacons, putting them
in its routing table, and advertising those links in its own bea-
cons. If a node does not have a route, it advertises a cost of in-
finity, which is defined to be the maximum routing cost value
(0xffff) to the sink. Routing cost is a fixed-point number with
two significant decimal fractional digits. With 16 bits, this
means CTP can advertise costs in the range [0.00,655.34]
and therefore theoretically scale to hundreds of hops.

Note that the CTP algorithm, like other distance vec-
tor routing algorithms, does not guarantee loop-free rout-
ing. Transient loops can lead to the loss of a path to the root
and consequently packet loss. A protocol that attempts to of-
fer high delivery performance must detect and repair loops
quickly. CTP uses the feedback from data plane to detect
loops quickly (Section 6.3) and uses the Trickle algorithm to
time its control traffic for rapid loop repair.

5.2 Route Selection
CTP seeks to send packets along the minimum cost route

to a sink. However, there is a tradeoff to be made between
route stability and optimality. In practice, changing routes
very quickly and often leads to routing instabilities. Active
routes tend to have better estimates due to direct, data-traffic
measurements. Sending a data packet to a node whose last
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advertisement was received a long time ago can be danger-
ous, as it might currently have a much longer route, such that
this creates a routing loop.

Furthermore, link estimation values are fundamentally
noisy, as being adaptive requires having a small time aver-
aging window. Therefore, even a perfectly stable link with
independent losses will see estimate variations.

CTP addresses link variability this tradeoff by using hys-
teresis: it only switches routes if it believes the other route is
significantly better than its current one, where “significantly”
better is defined as having an ETX at least 1 lower.

5.3 Control Traffic and Timing
In the long term, CTP relies mostly on data packets to

maintain, probe, and improve link estimates and routing
state. Beacons, however, form a critical part of routing topol-
ogy maintenance. First, since beacons are broadcasts, they
are the only way that nodes can advertise their presence, and
so provide the bootstrapping mechanism for neighbor tables.
Second, there are times when nodes must communicate in-
formation, such as the fact that their route quality has change
significantly, to all of their neighbors.

Because CTP’s link estimator does not require a fixed
beaconing rate, CTP can adjust its beaconing rate based on
the expected importance of the beacon information to its
neighbors. When the routing topology is working well and
the routing cost estimates are accurate, CTP can slow its bea-
coning rate. However, when the routing topology changes
significantly, or CTP detects a problem with the topology, it
needs to quickly inform nearby nodes so they can react ac-
cordingly.

CTP sends routing packets using a variant of the Trickle
algorithm [20]. It maintains a beaconing interval which
varies between 64ms and one hour. Whenever the timer ex-
pires, CTP doubles it, up to the maximum (1 hour). When-
ever CTP detects an event which indicates the topology
needs active maintenance, it resets the timer to the minimum
(64ms). If a node has a timer of length τ, then it chooses
a random value t within the interval in the range of [ τ

2 ,τ)
and transmits at that time. This randomization prevents col-
lisions among nodes whose timers synchronized on hearing
a packet.

Three events cause CTP to reset its interval to the mini-
mum length:

1. It is asked to forward a data packet from a node
whose ETX is lower than its own. CTP interprets this
as nodes around it having a significantly out-of-date es-
timate of its routing cost. It therefore begins beaconing
to update its interested neighbors.

2. Its routing cost decreases significantly. CTP adver-
tises this event because it might provide lower-cost
routes to nearby nodes. In this case, “significant” is an
ETX of 2.

3. It receives a packet with the P bit set. The “Pull” bit
denotes that a node wishes to hear beacons from its
neighbors, e.g., because it has just joined the network
and needs to seed its routing table. The pull bit provides
a mechanism for nodes to actively request topology in-
formation from neighbors.

The first two events are indications that a route cost stored



in a routing table may be inconsistent with the actual routing
cost of the respective node. In the first case, a node needs to
advertise its lower cost because others may wish to use it as
a forwarder. In the second case, a node needs to advertise its
higher cost because others may wish to stop using it as a for-
warder. Since the second condition only matters if actually
forwards packets, CTP relies on data traffic as a trigger. The
third and final event is to enable rapid node bootstrapping
and network joins.

5.4 Evaluation
We now evaluate the amount by which use of a Trickle

timer to drive beacon timing minimizes control overhead,
without sacrificing any routing agility. Figure 7(a) shows
that CTP control overhead, although high in the beginning as
CTP probes and discovers the topology, evolves sub-linearly
over the long term. This data comes from a seven-hour ex-
periment on the Tutornet testbed. Figure 7(a) also shows
the evolution of control overhead of MultiHopLQI, which
sends beacons at a fixed interval of 30s. Because this inter-
val is fixed, MultiHopLQI’s cost is constant over time. Even
though CTP can send beacons as quickly as every 64ms,
allowing it to respond to topology problems within a few
packet times, by adapting its control rate it can, over the long
term, have a lower control packet cost than a protocol whose
adaptation period is 500 times longer.

We plot the number of parent changes in figure 7(b). This
figure shows that CTP has fewer parent changes over time
compared to MultiHopLQI. Putting the results from these
two figures together, we find that MultiHopLQI changed par-
ent six times for every 100 beacons, while CTP changed par-
ent 10 times for every 100 beacons. This suggests that CTP,
compared to MultiHopLQI, sends beacons when it is more
likely to lead to parent changes in the neighborhood, and thus
when it is important to send the beacons.

We now evaluate the agility of CTP and the evolution of
control overhead when there are network dynamics. During
one of our experiments, we introduced four new nodes in the
network 60 minutes after the start of the experiment. Fig-
ure 8(a) shows that the control overhead for nodes in the
vicinity of the new nodes increases immediately after the
nodes were introduced as beacons are sent rapidly. The bea-
con rate decays shortly afterward. To understand whether
only nodes in the vicinity of the new nodes send the rapid
beacons or the entire network, in Figure 8(b), we plot the
time at which each node sends a beacon; a point on the graph
represents a beacon sent by a node (y-axis) at a given time
(x-axis). The figure shows many regions of time and node
with frequent beacons because CTP must continuously deal
with link dynamics and routing inconsistencies even without
the introduction of new nodes. Even in this live environment,
we can see the nodes in the vicinity of the new nodes (node
id 30 through 42) sending frequent beacons shortly after 60
minutes. A few minutes after the introduction of the node,
the beacon rate falls back to the background level. Thus with
CTP, the scope of rapid beacons and updates due to dynam-
ics is constrained to just the affected part of the network.
During this experiment, the new nodes were able to send
collection packet to the sink over multi-hop topology within
four seconds after their boot-up time.

6 Packet Forwarding
CTP sends all locally generated and received collection

packets to the parent selected using the path selection al-
gorithm. For its packet forwarding to be efficient and re-
liable, CTP performs careful buffer management and allo-
cation, transmission timing, congestion detection and rate
throttling, and provides feedback to the link estimator using
packet transmission statistics and to the path selection algo-
rithm if it detects an inconsistency in the routing metric gra-
dient along the path. In this paper, we focus our discussion
on transmission timing, detection of routing inconsistencies,
and feedback to the control plane.
6.1 Data Timing

Wireless routing protocols encounter self-interference,
where a node quickly sending packets can cause collisions at
its parent. For a route of nodes ni, ni+1, ni+2, self-interference
can easily occur at ni+1 when ni transmits a new packet at the
same time ni+1 forwards the previous one [21].

CTP prevents self interference by rate-limiting its trans-
missions. In the idealized scenario above where only the im-
mediate children and parent are in the transmission range of
a transmitter, if a ni waits at least 2 packet times after trans-
mitting a packet before transmitting the next one, then it will
avoid self-interference, as ni+2 will have finished forward-
ing [42]. In a real network, the packets can be heard a few
hops up and down the path so the node typically should wait
for more than two packet times to avoid self-interference.
However, if it waits for more time than necessary, then idle
channel time is wasted.

The transmission wait timer depends on the packet rate
of the radio. Here we show how we empirically establish
this value for the CC2420 radio. Figure 9 shows the effect
of a varying transmission wait timer on a single node flow
in the Tutornet testbed. In this experiment, a single node
sends packets as fast as it can across multiple hops to the
data sink. Even when there is minimal self-interference, the
node does achieve a delivery ratio above 77% because there
is no end-to-end rate control. Since the node’s first hop has
a lower ETX than a subsequent hop, it can generate pack-
ets faster than the route can support. The transmission timers
in Figure 9 range from [1,2] to [10,20]ms. At values below
[7,14]ms, delivery goes down 50% and cost increases 150%
due to self-interference. Note that these are not normalized
values. However, if the retransmission timer is too large, then
the network is idle and goodput can be adversely affected.
Based on these results, we conclude that the optimal timer is
in the range of 7-14ms for CC2420 radio, which translates to
1-2 pkt times, the wait interval used by CTP.
6.2 Duplicate Suppression

Collection protocols that use single-hop retransmissions
must suppress duplicates created when acknowledgments are
lost. Not suppressing duplicates could easily create an expo-
nential number of copies of a packet in a network. Over a
small number of hops, this is not a huge issue, but in the pres-
ence of transient routing loops, it can quickly overflow all
the queues in the loop. Current collection protocols typically
suppress duplicates based on link-layer sequence numbers
and source addresses. This has the problem that duplicates
which traverse two separate routes will not appear as such.
Using a combination of an origin and origin sequence num-
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ber is not sufficient either since a node cannot distinguish
a duplicate transmission from a packet that has traversed a
transient routing loop. We found that without including THL
(see Section 6.6) in the unique packet signature, a network
under high routing churn could drop a significant percentage
of packets along certain routes (up to 10%). CTP uses the
THL field rather than a link-layer sequence number so that
implementations can reorder packets. For example, an im-
plementation designed for low latency might scan across its
queue rather than block on the head of the queue, in order to
take advantage of packets that arrive but whose acknowledg-
ments are lost.

Duplicates can often increase the delivery ratio, as their
redundancy can prevent packet drops. However, because du-
plicates are applied uniformly to packets, their cost for their
benefit is much higher than more intelligent techniques such
as ARQ. If 100% reliability is needed, end-to-end mecha-
nisms may be more appropriate.

A packet signature cache is used to store a 40-bit hash of
the packets recently forwarded. Intuition suggests that this

cache should be as large as possible. We have found that
having a cache size of four slots is enough to suppress most
duplicates on the testbeds that we used for our experiments.
A larger cache improves duplicate detection but not signifi-
cantly enough justify larger caches on memory-constrained
platforms.

6.3 Routing inconsistencies and loops
A major problem faced by the distance vector routing

protocols such as CTP is the formation of transient routing
loops [27]. Loops occur due to inconsistencies in ETX mea-
surements (a child thinks a parent has a lower path ETX than
it does) and delay in routing state synchronization with the
neighbors. CTP uses the gradient field in each data frame
to deterministically discover routing inconsistencies before
the packet has traversed the whole loop. This is in contrast to
other protocols, which try to detect repeated packets as a sign
of loop and waiting until the next normally-scheduled round
of beacons to repair the topology. Any delay in repair may
cause a single packet to go through a loop many times. By
quickly adjusting in response to routing inconsistencies and
pausing data traffic until an update is sent, CTP can prevent
a looping packet from causing a flurry of transmissions

Loops can cause packet drops which increases the cost
per delivered packet, an important metric to describe the ef-
ficiency of a routing protocol in a low power network. We
would invest transmissions on packets that does not get de-
livered to the sink due to loops. If loops are not repaired
quickly, we lose more packets and increase cost of the net-
work while not increasing the delivery.

CTP uses routing metric non-monotonicity along a path
to predict an imminent loop. In contrast, the most popular
techniques used in distance vector protocols predict this in-
consistency indirectly:

Long paths as a sign of loop. TTL is used to keep track
of the number of links a packet has traversed. If a packet
traverses enough links to decrement the TTL to 0, that can be
an indirect sign that the path has become unusually long due
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to loops. This method does not detect a loop directly and is
sensitive to the TTL number which can be hard to determine
for a network of unknown size.

Duplicates as a sign of loop. If there is a routing loop
on a path, the packet visits a node multiple times. Thus, if
a node receives the same packet twice, that can be due to a
loop. The problem is, there can be duplicates due to lost ac-
knowledgments, end-to-end retransmissions, or packets be-
ing forwarded on multiple paths that eventually merge. Be-
cause there is no way to distinguish between these causes for
duplicates from those due to loops, these protocols just drop
the packet.

Rather than relying on indirect symptoms of loops, CTP
attempts to directly detect the routing inconsistencies that

P C THL
Route ETX

Origin
Seq. No. Collect ID

payload…

Reserved

16 bits

Loop detection
Duplicate detection
Transport

Control

Figure 12. The CTP data frame format.

can cause loops. In a stable network, the routing state across
the network is expected to be consistent, which we describe
next.

Let p be a path consisting of k links between the node n0
and the root r. Let n0 and n1 be the first and second nodes on
this path. n0 forwards its packet to n1, ni to ni+1, and finally
nk to the root r, which is nk+1. For the routing state to be
consistent, the following constraint must be satisfied:Ti

0..k cost(ni)≥ cost(ni+1)
where cost is the delivery cost to the root, estimated using

the routing metric.
Due to network or link dynamics, routing state can be-

come inconsistent. If one of the links suddenly were to de-
grade in quality, because CTP employs datapath estimate, the
higher loss rate is immediately reflected in its cost along the
path to the root. However, this information does not imme-
diately propagate to other nodes in the network. When CTP
forwards a data packet, on each hop, CTP puts the routing
metric for the transmitter. Upon receiving a packet, the re-
ceiver compares the routing metric of the transmitter with its
own. If the receiver’s routing metric is larger, CTP indicates
an inconsistent routing state. Although an inconsistent state
is a precursor to a loop, it is possible that this inconsistency
has yet to create a loop in the network. Thus CTP continues
to forward the packet to the next hop, albeit at a slower rate
so as to not use up all the network capacity while it initiates
a more aggressive attempt to synchronize the routing state
across the network.

Figure 10 shows the number of inconsistent routes de-
tected by CTP over time. As time progresses, there are fewer
inconsistencies across the network. In the beginning, most of
the inconsistencies are due to discovery and initial rounds of
path selection. Over time, network dynamics are the dom-
inant cause for routing inconsistency. Figure 11 shows the
inconsistencies detected by each node over time. A point on
the graph indicates that a node (y-axis) detected an inconsis-
tency at a given time (x-axis). We observe that the inconsis-
tencies are temporally correlated across the nodes and that
these inconsistencies are typically constrained to a subset of
nodes.

6.4 Dataplane feedback to the routing proto-
col

Since CTP identifies routing inconsistency directly and
does not need to consider the possibility of long path caus-
ing TTL to decrement to 0 or packet duplicates for other rea-
sons making the packet being received again, it can take steps
to address the routing inconsistency. It throttles the rate at
which packets are forwarded then triggers frequent control
traffic to make the routing state consistent across the net-
work by exchanging the most up-to-date link and path ETX
values in the neighborhood. For example, if link quality on
a path degrades significantly, causing routing inconsistency,
CTP triggers routing beacons to send the new link and path
metric values. The nodes in the neighborhood can then up-
date their paths accordingly and select a new parent that has
lower cost to the root. Thus the network state becomes con-
sistent.

CTP uses the Trickle algorithm to efficiently maintain
routing consistency across the network. Routing inconsisten-
cies can cause loops and packet drops as the queues eventu-
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Figure 13. CTP has consistently higher delivery ratio compared to MultiHopLQI. In figure 13(a) and 13(b), there is one
line per node on the testbed; each line shows the delivery ratio of a node over time.

ally fill up so they must be repaired quickly. So, the discov-
ery of a non-monotonic metric along a path resets the Trickle
timer causing the node to send beacons rapidly to synchro-
nize the routing states with the neighbors. Discovery of bet-
ter and more efficient paths are important but not as critical
for packet deliveries (unless the current path is not reliable)
as fixing routing state inconsistencies. So CTP uses the bea-
cons sent at large Trickle intervals to slowly discover those
potentially more efficient routes.

6.5 Dataplane feedback to the link estimator
The dataplane can provide packet transmission statistics

to the link estimator to update the link estimate. These statis-
tics based on data packet transmissions are more accurate
than the estimates based on beacon packets. Each time a
packet is forwarded, depending on the whether the packet is
acknowledged, the dataplane instructs the link estimator to
either increase or decrease the perceived quality of the link.
More details on the minimalist interface we propose for this
interaction is covered in section 4.2.

6.6 Data Frame
Figure 12 shows a CTP data frame, which is eight bytes

long. The data frame shares two fields with the routing
frame, the control field and the route ETX field. The C bit op-
erates independently for the two packet types. When the for-
warding queue fills up and a node drops a packet, it must set
the C bit on the next routing frame and the next data frame,
allowing the datapath to quickly pass congestion informa-
tion up the routing tree without requiring a routing frame.
Like the routing frame, the route ETX field of a data frame
is fixed point decimal with a range of 0−655.35.

A data frame has an origin address and an 8-bit origin
sequence number, which identify unique packets generated
by an endpoint. In addition, the dataframe has an 8-bit time
has lived, or THL field. This field is the opposite of a TTL:
it starts at zero at an end point and each hop increments it
by one. The three foregoing fields constitute the packet sig-
nature. CTP uses this signature to determine if a packet is a
duplicate so that the duplicates can be discarded.

Finally, a CTP data frame has a one-byte identifier, Col-
lectID, for higher-level protocols. All the packets sent by an
application or a higher-level protocol has its unique Collec-
tID in the data frame. This field acts as an application dis-
patch identifier, similar to how port number is used by TCP
to dispatch the packets to the right application. The Collec-

tID allows multiple transport protocols to share a single CTP
stack.

7 Evaluation
CTP consistently achieves high delivery ratio at a low cost

while remaining robust to network dynamics and failures. In
this section, we focus our study of those claims.
7.1 Experiment Setup

We have run the TinyOS implementation of CTP on four
different testbeds. Collectively, we have done almost 200
hours of measurements with CTP, in addition to more than
100 hours of measurements with MultiHopLQI. In this sec-
tion, unless otherwise stated, we focus on the results from
a few experiments on the Tutornet testbed. Tutornet has 56
TelosB nodes in an office building with significant WiFi in-
terference. TelosB motes have CC2420 radio which uses the
same frequency space as 802.11 wireless radios. Most other
sensor network protocol evaluations on this platform use
channel 26 which is the only channel that does not overlap
with the 802.11 channels. Although we have done experi-
ments on channel 26, in this paper, we present results from
our experiments in channel 16 because this channel overlaps
the 802.11 channel 6 which makes it much more challenging
to achieve high reliability and robustness at low cost. The in-
terference stresses the protocol and allows us to understand
how CTP would behave in real world deployments where a
collection protocol might have to contend for channel with
many other unknown and unavoidable devices and protocols
such as WiFi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth that use the same fre-
quency space. In the experiments in this section, the collec-
tion application that runs on each node generates a packet
every 8s that the collection protocol, CTP or MultiHopLQI,
attempts to deliver to a single sink.
7.2 Results

We briefly describe the results from a few selected exper-
iments. Most of these experiments last several hours so the
statistics are computed over hundreds of thousands of pack-
ets.
7.2.1 Delivery Ratio

CTP typically achieves two 9’s of reliability across a
wide range of environments and platforms. Figure 15 shows
that CTP delivers consistently high delivery ratio for pack-
ets from all the nodes in the network across multiple runs
of varying lengths. In contrast, MultiHopLQI, generally
achieves lower delivery ratio, shows variable delivery ratios
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(a) CTP did not observe any significant
disruption in packet delivery.
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(b) MultiHopLQI’s disruption lasted in
the order of ten minutes.
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(c) CTP delivers packets at 24% lower
cost than with MultiHopLQI.

Figure 14. Robustness and efficiency of CTP and MultiHoplQI after the 10 most active forwarding nodes are removed
from the network after 60 minutes.
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(a) Delivery ratios for CTP
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(b) Delivery ratios for MultiHopLQI

Figure 15. Delivery ratios achieved by CTP and MultiHopLQI over 7 independent runs of each, ranging from 1 to 18hrs.

across the nodes and the experiments. We found out that the
difference in delivery ratio for nodes close and far from the
root is greater in MultiHopLQI than in CTP. Although we do
not present results from other experiments, we have found
that typical MultiHopLQI delivery ratio can range from 70%
to 100% while CTP delivery ratios are in a much narrower
range of 97% to 100%.

To understand the consistency of delivery ratio over time,
in Figure 13(a), we show the result from one experiment
when we ran CTP for over 37 hours with an application that
injected one collection packet every 8 seconds. The deliv-
ery ratio remains consistently high over the duration of the
experiment. Figure 13(b) shows the result from that experi-
ment. Although the average delivery ratio was 85% in this
experiment, the delivery ratio shows high variability over
time, occasionally dipping to 58% for some nodes.

7.2.2 Network Efficiency
A protocol that requires a large number of transmissions

is not well-suited for duty-cycled network. We measure data
delivery efficiency using the cost metric which accounts for
all the control and data transmissions in the network normal-
ized by the packets received at the sink. This metric gives a
rough measure of the energy spent delivering a single packet
to the sink. Figure 14(c) compares the delivery cost for CTP
and MultiHopLQI. CTP cost is 24% lower than that of Multi-
HopLQI. The figure also shows that the control overhead for
CTP occupies a tiny fraction (2.2 %) of the total overhead as
opposed to almost 8.4% for MultiHopLQI. Although, paths
selected by CTP is often longer than those selected by Multi-

HopLQI, CTP delivers packets with lower cost due to lower
control overhead and selection of paths that incur fewer re-
transmissions, while achieving consistently higher delivery
ratio than MultiHopLQI.
7.2.3 Robustness

CTP can quickly adapt to network dynamics and fail-
ures. To understand how quickly it can adapt to node fail-
ures and the resulting transient loss of performance, we ran
CTP for two hours with an application sending packets every
8s. But shortly after 60 minutes, we removed ten most active
forwarding nodes from the network. Removal of these hub
nodes could result in temporary packet delivery disruption
for a large number of nodes. Figure 14(a) plots the deliv-
ery ratio of each node on the testbed over time. The figure
shows no significant change in delivery ratio due to the dis-
ruption. Figure 14(b) shows the result of a similar experiment
with MultiHopLQI. In this experiment, we removed the ten
most active forwarding nodes 80 minutes after the start of
the experiment. The resulting disruption, which caused the
delivery ratio of some nodes to reach as low as 60%, lasted
about ten minutes. CTP quickly detects and recovers from
the failures: when data transmission fails for a few times, it
updates the link quality, which triggers new parent selection.
The recovery completes within a timescale of forwarding a
few packets, typically few tens of milliseconds.
7.2.4 Energy Profile

Finally, we wanted to make sure we can run CTP in an
extremely low power networks. For this, we used an exper-
imental mote platform with a TI MSP430 microcontroller



and a CC1100 [3] radio. Unlike CC1000 and CC2420 ra-
dios, which are used on most mote platforms, CC1100 has a
Wake-On-Radio capability which allows it sense the chan-
nel without the rest of the node being powered. If it de-
tects a packet, it can wake up the node for processing. This
Wake-On-Radio capability makes CC1100 suitable for de-
ployments in ultra low duty-cycled networks.

We setup a 20-node network in a 100x100ft space
in a private research building. Borrowing the ideas from
BMAC [29], we wrote a MAC for CC1100. Our MAC differs
from BMAC in that it uses the built-in Wake-On-Radio capa-
bility to detect the presence of packets instead of CPU-driven
CCAs. The parameter sleep interval determines the preamble
length for transmissions, exactly like in BMAC. We instru-
mented a node close to the root by connecting a precision 1
Ω resistor in series with the battery to measure the voltage
across the resistor. We sampled the voltage at 50 KHz with a
high precision 24-bit ADC using a data acquisition unit. We
later converted this voltage to energy and extrapolated to per
day energy consumption.

We perform a total of 15 experiments for energy profil-
ing changing the MAC sleep interval and application data
generation interval. For each experiment, we let the network
warm up for about 15 minutes. We then use a dissemination
protocol to request the nodes to start sending data at a given
message interval. We collect the data for about 15 minutes.
In each experiment, we observed that CTP was forming a
multi-hop topology but only delivering about 95% of the col-
lection packets at the sink. Though this is lower than the two
9’s of delivery ratio we typically achieve in an always-on net-
work, upon careful analysis of traces from these experiments,
we found that most of the packet loss could be attributed to
the limitation of this experimental MAC - problems with ac-
knowledgment timing and channel access during contention.

The platform consumes 341.6 mAh/day in idle mode
without duty-cycling. The result from figure 16 shows that
we can run the full CTP stack for as little as 7.2 mAh/day,
compared to 59.2 mAh/day for MultiHopLQI. This result
suggests that CTP with a properly-designed low power hard-
ware platform can be used in long lasting deployments: even
with a moderately-rapid (for a low power network) message
interval of 240s, two AA batteries with a total of 5000 mAH
capacity can be used to operate a node for more than 400
days. This result is significant because our evaluation takes
into account the cost for running a full network stack con-
sisting of dissemination and CTP protocols. CTP’s low en-
ergy profile is possible only because it selects efficient paths,
takes measure to avoid unnecessary control traffic, and ac-
tively monitors the link and path quality using the feedback
from the data plane. Reduction in control traffic is especially
important in these networks because broadcast packets must
be transmitted with long preambles.

8 Related Work
The choices we made in the design of CTP draw on

experience with the few other collection layer implemen-
tations such as MultihopLQI [34], MintRoute [43], and
Boomerang [1]. We also draw on solutions to the well-
studied problems of link estimation, routing, and congestion
control, as described below.
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Figure 16. Energy consumption for CTP and MultiHo-
pLQI for 100ms-300ms sleep intervals.

CTP also borrows from work on reliable point-to-point
transport protocols for wireless sensor networks [17, 31, 33,
37] which seek to maximize data delivery throughput by tim-
ing transmissions on a path such that a pipelining effect oc-
curs. This technique motives our use of the forwarding timer
in Section 6.1.

At a high level, CTP combines the elements of proactive
and reactive routing paradigms, as it proactively maintains
(at low cost) a rough approximation of the best routing gra-
dient, and makes an effort to improve paths which data traf-
fic traverses. CTP beacons are driven using the Trickle algo-
rithm [20], which allows CTP to quickly discover new nodes
or recover from failures, but uses long beacon intervals when
the network is stable. Thus CTP approximates beaconless
routing [44] in stable and static networks without sacrificing
agility and the capability for new node discovery.

Recent work shows that a good way of constructing routes
in a wireless mesh network is to minimize either the expected
number of transmissions (ETX [5]) or a bandwidth-aware
function of the expected number of transmissions (ENT [6])
along a path [43], instead of simply the number of hops a
packet must travel along any path. We draw on this work,
implementing CTP with ETX as the routing metric.

Predicting how well a particular link will deliver packets
is a necessary step in many collection protocols. In particu-
lar, assigning each link a packet reception rate (PRR) is diffi-
cult due to a large “grey area” in sensor networks [45] and a
lack of correlation between PHY-layer information and PRR
in this grey area [32, 45]. A further factor encouraging PHY-
independence is our desire to build a cross-platform collec-
tion layer.

A number of routing layers [34, 35] and studies [32] pro-
pose link quality estimates from the PHY as PRR estimators,
and we describe the pitfalls of these approaches and how well
they perform against CTP in Section 4.

The link estimators of many routing layers use PRR
estimators based directly on packet loss statistics. Mint-
Route [43] uses a windowed mean with EWMA (WM-
EWMA) estimator to estimate link quality. In separate
work, Woo and Culler also consider numerous other estima-
tors [41] such as EWMA, flip-flop EWMA (discussed be-
low), and windowed moving average, and find them inferior
to WMEWMA. Like MintRoute, we use WMEWMA esti-
mators, but unlike MintRoute and other known prior work,
we separate link estimates based on data and beacon traffic,



yielding a mechanism similar to the flip-flop EWMA estima-
tor discussed below.

The EAR link quality measurement framework [15] uses
a combination of passive, active, and cooperative techniques
to measure link qualities in a mesh network. The CTP link
estimator presented in Section 4 adapts some of EAR’s tech-
niques to CTP, namely passive and active link monitoring.
CTP’s purpose, however, is to estimate link qualities to con-
struct a collection tree. This is a distinct problem from rout-
ing in a mesh network, because the former typically has
fewer bandwidth requirements while the later requires all-
paths routing.

“Learn on the fly” [44] uses MAC latency until the suc-
cessful transmission of a packet as link metric, and although
can be used with ETX path metric, focuses on a discussion
of a beaconless geographic routing with static nodes. This
work, like other proposals [10, 12, 19], and ours, share the
the same philosophy, using information from the link layer
for accurate link estimation. The CTP estimator, in addition
to the information from the link layer, also uses information
from the physical and network layers using well-defined and
narrow interfaces to the physical, network, and data link lay-
ers. Our work borrows ideas from these proposals for link
estimation but also proposes mechanisms to make collection
efficient using networking techniques such as inconsistency
detection and control traffic timing.

Also in the domain of mesh wireless networks, Noble et
al. [16] propose a Flip-Flop Filter for link estimation. The
flip-flop filter switches between an agile EWMA and a stable
EWMA depending on whether new data falls within three
times the standard deviation of the sample data (the 3σ rule).
Woo and Culler [41] evaluate the EWMA flip-flop filter, and
find that it does not provide an advantage for the problem of
link estimation in low-power wireless networks.

A large body of work in the wireless sensor networking
community examines how to mitigate the congestion that oc-
curs when collection traffic concentrates in the vicinity of a
sink [7,13,30,38,39]. CTP facilitates the use of such higher-
layer protocols, but does not replace their functionality. The
use of transmit timers (described above in Section 6.1) is the
only exception to this rule.

RAP [22] is a network architecture for real-time collec-
tion in wireless sensor networks. Unlike other collection pro-
tocols, RAP attempts to deliver data to a sink within a time
constraint, or not at all: a different task as compared to col-
lection. However, RAP uses similar mechanisms as CTP,
such as MAC priorities and queueing mechanisms.

Ee et al. [8] describe a decomposition for the network
layer in sensor networks into forwarding and routing mod-
ules, with a narrow interface between them. While our work
agrees to a large degree with that decomposition, we find that
augmenting the interface between the two modules to allow
the data plane to trigger updates in the routing module pro-
vides a large benefit. We also augment the interface between
the two modules and the link estimator.

9 Conclusion
CTP is a collection protocol that offers 97-99.9% packet

delivery in highly dynamic environments while sending up to
25% fewer packets than existing approaches. It is highly ro-
bust to topology changes and failures. Furthermore, it places

a minimal four expecations on the link layer, allowing it to
run on a wide range of platforms without any need for fine-
tuning parameters: we have tested the implementation de-
scribed in this paper on Telos, mica2, micaz, and Blaze. In-
teroperable versions also exist in Java (for the SunSPOT [2])
and on MantisOS [4].

CTP achieves these results and flexibility by relaxing the
traditionally hard separation between the control and data
planes. This integration allows CTP to use data traffic to
validate the correctness of the existing topology as well as
quickly detect problems. Control traffic is necessary to re-
pair the topology, however, so using a Trickle timer to reg-
ulate control traffic allows CTP to recover very quickly yet
have a low steady-state cost. Integrating information across
the physical, link, and network layers allows CTP to avoid
the edge cases that each layer is vulnerable to by itself.

Collection trees are a basic building block for sensor net-
work protocols and systems, yet historically their perfor-
mance has often been problematic. Our hope is that having
a robust, efficient, and portable collection layer will enable
research on higher layers by saving developers and imple-
menters the continual effort of revisiting issues such as link
estimation, topology discovery, and route selection.
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